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Intro:
- arts, dance, research
- the artist scholar and their praxis.
- contemporary media its use in arts and dance research (weblogs).
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Arts (Dance) research:
- what does it involve?
- how/why/what of artistic practice and theory 
- applied (functional) and conceptual 
- looking for the essential elements of our art/craft
- deepen understanding and appreciation,
- dance is not ‘ethereal’ it has structure
- ‘practice as research’ - define dance within it's own frame
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Artist Scholar:
- examines their artistic practice through a scholarly frame
- may work independently or within an institution
- increasingly present in the field of dance 
- assists acceptance of dance within ‘academia’
- method(s) depend on each artist
- lineage, influence(s), personal preference/personality
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Weblog:
- website in which the entries in reverse chronological order
- web-log or 'blog'
- easy to set up (a few minutes) and ‘free’
- simple to maintain and post entries
- not just text; images, video, audio. 
- internet enables data / information transfer
- searching, sharing, (cross)-referencing, debate, critique
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Prior options:
- established means of sharing praxis
- publish: (journals, books, articles etc.) peer review, publishing house, conference 
proceedings
- performance: works and works in progress, process. 
- documentation: information / artifacts presented in support of practice or research. 
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New options:
- what do weblogs offer?
- process 
- product 
- Documentation of short/medium term projects
- review and critique
- presentation of 'art'
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Independent scholarship: 

- self-publishing: quickly publish (online) and gather feedback to further develop their work. 
- presentation format can be personalised, adapted to suit the sensibilities of the individual 
or the requirements of the project.
- freedom of expression 
-  use minimalist interfaces, with less options (less distraction) to quickly ‘post’ (eg Tumblr)
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the new ‘wave’ covers:
- Praxis: Theory and Practice
- Methodologies
- Pedagogy
- Sharing of knowledge (referencing, gathering etc.)
- Application of knowledge
- sharing (personal) concepts and ideas.
- a particular focus Principles and Practice
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why multimedia?:
- adds depth and clarity to the content 
- blog platforms facilitate text, images, video, audio, links etc.
- e.g., link to article/journal, or video to support / illustrate  a point
- multiple layers of information (context), clear / simple presentation
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Context:
- context locates work / praxis
- every post can be read by others
- opens up discussion/critique
- opportunity to read around the subject (via links)
- links are a form of referencing
- willingness to share ‘where’ things come from
- clarity means ease of evaluation; ‘truths’
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Lost and Found:
- principles and practice 'locate' dance discourse.
- it is easy to lose track of methodologies and philosophies that have influenced our mode of 
enquiry
- 'found items' and 'Lost notions' to inform our reading 
- 'found' are external influences, images, texts, links, etc.
- they add a depth of insight to the work / thoughts 
- 'lost' refers to knowledge that until now has been inaccessible
- terminology is used ‘appropriately’ and (always) explained.
- locating and framing discourse
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Added value:
- openness to critique and dialogue
- presentation of alternative perspectives to established theories
- the continuing development and sharing of practice and theory with peers
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art or artifact?:
- the attention to each individual post. 
- beauty / simplicity of presentation within each entry.
- every entry is treated as a piece of art
- the collected entires form a larger (art) work
- the various media are art and artifact, not just ‘decoration’ 
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Curation:
- blogs are not just documentation / communication of praxis
- they are also a form of CURATION
- found work, lost notions, new thoughts, ideas and implementations
- ‘guest’ authors / posts
- ‘re-blog’
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Accessibility: 
- content is stripped of excess
- practice is presented equally alongside the theory
- clarity is equal to or greater than complexity
- application ensures relevance (equal notions)
- a 'new wave' of dance writing is emerging.
- located, content and context rich
- streamlined, coherent and relevant
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Writing style:
- entries are concise
- language is articulate
- meanings are explicit
- principles and practice
- fundamentals and exemplars 
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What purpose:
- establishing Clarity where it has not existed previously 
- advances the field (less speculation)
- less reliant on other subjects/disciplines (e.g. anthropology or sociology) to define our 
practice
- ‘evidence’ to support embodied practice
- not just ‘poetics’
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Peer review:
- re-blog, distributed discourse, 
- open engagement and direct feedback
- distributed peer review
- adaptive and responsive, not monolithic
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Example 1:
- quodlibet
- covers many aspects of authors work
- curation and guest posts
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Example 2:
- dance machines
- teaching tool and ‘work’ related content
- code examples
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Example 3:
- gertrud
- project blog
- transparency of process / art
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Where will this lead:
- we can only speculate but ...
- the default writing style for publication? 
- art ‘mode’ or new methodology / praxis
- marketing?
- documentation (funding, assessment etc.)
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Thank you for reading / listening
- all image from “ta” at flickr
- screenshots from respective blogs
- email: s.creevey@gmail.com


